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Outline for the Talks
•First talk
• Basics of blockchain
• Proof of work
• Distributed Consensus
• Reduction from State Machine Replication to Byzantine Agreement

•Second talk
• Identity Management
• Incentives in cryptocurrencies
• IITRCoin

5 Kinds of Perspectives!
(1)

(2)

Users.

[Bitcoin, Ethereum,
LiteCoin etc..]

Cryptocurrency designers

(5)

[Fruitchains,
Algorand, ZCash
etc..]

(3)

Technology underlying digital currencies

(4)
[Hybrid Consensus,
Analysis of Blockchain,
State Machine Replication PBFT etc..]

[Private Data,
Dfinity etc..]
Distributed Blackboard

NEWS (As of 11PM on Nov 17, 2017)
oThe total number of Bitcoins in circulation is 16,687,425, increasing at a rate of
about 1700 bitcoins a day (about $13.6m a day). (blockchain.info)
oThe total number of reachable Bitcoin nodes is 10971 out which US has 3102
(28.27%), Germany has 1831 (16.69%) and China has 713 (6.5%).
oBTC.com has 16.2% of the total Bitcoin hashpower, AntPool has 15.8%, BTC.TOP
has 14.1%, ViaBTC has 13.6%. Everyone else has less than 10%.
oChina is the home to 81% of all the mining pools for Bitcoin, followed by Iceland
at 5%.

Bitcoin Price Chart
(As of 12PM on Nov 27, 2017)

(source: charts.bitcoin.com)

Bitcoin Hashrate vs Difficulty Chart
(As of 11PM on Nov 17, 2017)

(source: bitcoinwisdom.com)

Bitcoin's Academic Pedigree
By Arvind Narayanan, Jeremy Clark
Communications of the ACM, Vol. 60 No. 12, Pages 36-45
10.1145/3132259

Pre-2000

2000

Post-2000

Bitcoin in a Nutshell!
(BOB)
Sender

MINERS
$$$

(ALICE)
Receiver

Bob creates a new transaction and
broadcasts it in the Bitcoin Network.
Miners bundle transactions to create a
block and start the mining process to the
verify the transactions.
Miners add a random nonce in the block
to produce a binary hashed block
according to SHA-256.
Alice receives confirmations. Successful
miners receive rewards for each new
block added to their blockchain.

$$$

PRELIMINARIES

HOEFFDING BOUND
Definition: (SubGaussian Random Variable) A random variable X with mean 𝜇 = 𝐸(𝑋) is sub-Gaussian if
/ /
there is a positive number 𝜎 such that for all real 𝜆, it is the case that 𝐸 𝑒 * +,- ≤ 𝑒 * 0 /2 .
• The smallest such 𝜎 is called the Gaussian standard for the random variable.
Lemma: Let X be a random variable with mean 𝜇 = 𝐸(𝑋) and 𝑎 ≤ 𝑋 ≤ 𝑏 almost surely. Then, X is sub5,6

Gaussian with 𝜎 ≤
.
2
• Essentially, any centered bounded random variable is sub-Gaussian.
Theorem: (Hoeffding Bound) Suppose that the variables 𝑋7 , 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑛 are independent and 𝑋7 has
mean 𝜇7 and is sub-Gaussian with parameter 𝜎7 . Then for all 𝑡 ≥ 0, we have
D

Pr B 𝑋7 − 𝜇7 ≥ 𝑡 ≤ exp −
7,E

𝑡2
2 ∑D7,E 𝜎72

RANDOM ORACLES
Introduced by Bellare and Rogaway in the first ACM CCS in 1993.
User
x

Oracle
Compute y uniformly (and
independently) at random

First time:

Infer H(x)=y

y
Store (x,y) in a lookup
table

Subsequent Calls:

x
y

Retrieve y from the
lookup table

“Random Oracle Model is a much stronger assumption than collision-resistance, preimage resistance, the pseudorandom function property, and other
properties that are commonly assumed to hold for hash functions in various applications. Nevertheless, no strong evidence has been seen in any practical
construction that fails because of this assumption”. [Koblitz and Menezes, DCS 2015]

PROOF OF WORK
Introduced by Cynthia Dwork and Moni Naor in CRYPTO 1992.
“The resources needed to solve computational puzzles are not easily acquired and may not be
scaled at will.”

Computational puzzles for which the resources required to solve are not easily acquired and may not scale at will.
Simple Example : Given some y, find x such that SHA256(5x) <= y.
Bitcoin proof of work: Given y and a threshold t, find x such that SHA(y||x) <= t.

Decker, Christian, Jochen Seidel, and Roger Wattenhofer. "Bitcoin meets strong consistency." Proceedings of the 17th International Conference on
Distributed Computing and Networking. ACM, 2016.
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PROOF OF WORK
DIFFICULTY

CHALLENGE

NONCE

Definition : A function 𝒇: 𝑹N𝟎 𝑿 𝟎, 𝟏 𝒄 𝑿 𝟎, 𝟏 𝒙 → {𝟎, 𝟏} is a proof of work function if it has the following properties:
1. Given all parameters, f is fast to compute. (EASY VERIFICATION)
2. For fixed d and c, finding x such that f(d,c,x) = 1 using a unit resource is distributed with exp(1/d) i.e. computationally
difficult but feasible.
(RESOURCE INTENSIVE COMPUTATION)
We say that x is the proof of work for (d,c) if f(d,c,x) = 1.
Definition: A proof-of-work (POW) is (w,p)-hard if the following if true. Suppose prover P with memory resources bounded
by m performs on an average, over all coin flips by P and the verifier V, of at most w steps of computation in the time
interval [t1,t2]. Then V accepts with probability p + o(m/poly(k)) for some security parameter k.

Jakobsson, Markus, and Ari Juels. "Proofs of work and bread pudding protocols." Secure Information Networks. Springer US, 1999. 258-272.

LEADER ELECTION ORACLE
Introduced by Ittai Abraham and Dahlia Malkhi in 2017.

IF-PCNELE
Independent,
Fair
Each party is selected
independently and in
proportion to their
relative hash power

Leader Election
Pre-Commit
oracle
Non-Equivocation
In each round, each party commits to an action
and the oracle probabilistically elects parties and
announces them and their action.

STRONGER
MODEL THAN
RANDOM
ORACLE

BLOCKCHAINS

What is a blockchain?
Sequence of BLOCKS

Root or
Genesis
block

head
Backlinks

Given hash functions H and G (modeled as random oracles), a difficulty parameter 𝐷 ∈ 𝑁 and a maximum limit 𝑞 >
0 on the number of hash queries, a block is any triple of the form B = (s, x, ctr), where s ∈ 0,1 ^ , 𝑥 ∈ 0,1 ∗ and
𝑐𝑡𝑟 ∈ 𝑁 are such that they satisfy the predicate 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑑𝐵𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘ij (𝐵) defined as:
𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑑𝐵𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘ij 𝐵 :

𝐻 𝑐𝑡𝑟, 𝐺 𝑠, 𝑥

< 𝐷 𝑎𝑛𝑑 (𝑐𝑡𝑟 ≤ 𝑞)

Proof-of-Work
(also denoted hash(B) < D)

Check on the number of
hash queries

Block 𝐵D

(s, x, ctr)

Block 𝐵DtE

(s’, x’, ctr’)

A backlink is valid if 𝑠′ = 𝐻(𝑐𝑡𝑟, 𝐺(𝑠, 𝑥))
Lemma : If the blockchain contains n blocks,
then any tampering in block 𝐵7 for any 𝑖 < 𝑛
will be detected in each block 𝐵u for 𝑖 < 𝑗 ≤ 𝑛.
Proof : By induction on 𝑖 and using the tamper
evidence property.

Hashpointer
Can detect tampering in Block
𝐵D . If contents of 𝐵D are
changed, then hash Bs will
not match s’
Tamper evidence property

The Nakamoto Consensus Protocol
Code run by each (honest) player in every round:

• Local Parameters: chain C
• Global Parameters: difficulty parameter D, counter q, oracles H and G
From the
environment

From other
players

Upon receiving transaction 𝑡𝑥:
• Let 𝑠 = ℎ𝑎𝑠ℎ 𝐶 −1 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑥 = 𝑡𝑥 .
• Find 𝑐𝑡𝑟 such that 0 ≤ 𝑐𝑡𝑟 ≤ 𝑞 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐻 𝑐𝑡𝑟, 𝐺 𝑠, 𝑥 < 𝐷.
• If successful, form a new block 𝐵 = 𝑠, 𝑥, 𝑐𝑡𝑟 .
• Update local chain as 𝐶. 𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑑 𝐵 and broadcast C to everyone.
Upon receiving some block B { = (𝑠′, 𝑥′, 𝑐𝑡𝑟′):
• Check if 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑑𝐵𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘ij 𝐵′ and (𝑠′ == ℎ𝑎𝑠ℎ 𝐶 −1 ) are true.
• If yes, update 𝐶 ← 𝐶′.

Backlinking
through a hash
pointer
Proof of work
(Leader election)
Synchronous
Communication

Always extend
the most difficult
chain.

Tx1

Nakamoto consensus in practice
Blockchain

Transactions from
Bitcoin users

Block n-2

…

MINERS

Block n

…

Tx2

BLOCK

Genesis block

Block n+1

H(1,2)

Miners bundle
transactions and iterate
hash calculations until
one found with the form
000…XXX…

Block n+x

Insert processed blocks

Block Hash
Prev_Block Hash
Time Stamp
Nonce
Merkle Root H(1..m)
Tx list

H(1..4)

Tx3
H(3,4)
Tx4

H(5..8)

Tx5
H(5,6)
Tx6
Tx7
H(7,8)
Tx8
Merkle Tree
for m=8

THRESHOLD ADVERSARY
The adversary is assumed to control only up to a threshold of the total number of users.
Total number of users – n
Majority Honest : n > 2f

Total number of adversarial users – f
Super-majority Honest : n > 3f

PERMISSIONED
MODEL

Cryptographic Threshold Adversary (CTA)
The adversary controls a fraction of the computational hash power as opposed to physical nodes.
Hash power is defined (for Bitcoin) in terms of the difficulty to invert the SHA1 function.

The adversary cannot prove more work than its threshold share of the
computational power.
Critically relies on network synchrony.

PERMISSIONLESS
MODEL

Properties of blockchains
(Strong) Common Prefix Property (𝑸𝒄𝒑 (κ))
This property states that for a given parameter 𝜅 ∈ 𝑁, the chains 𝐶E , 𝐶2 reported by two, not necessarily
distinct honest parties 𝑃E , 𝑃2 at rounds 𝑟E , 𝑟2 with 𝑟E ≤ 𝑟2 satisfy 𝐶E : −𝜅 ≼ 𝐶2 .

Chain 𝐶E with
honest party 𝑃E at
round 𝑟E
“is a prefix of”
Chain 𝐶2 with
honest party 𝑃2 at
round 𝑟2 ≥ 𝑟E

Trailing k blocks (unstable)

Properties of blockchains
Chain Quality Property (𝑸𝒄𝒒 (κ𝟎 , 𝜅, 𝜇))
This property with parameters 𝜇 ∈ 𝑅 and 𝜅… , 𝜅 ∈ 𝑁 states that for any honest party P with chain C, it holds
that for any 𝜅 consecutive blocks of C, excluding the first 𝜅… blocks, the ratio of adversarial blocks is at most 𝜇.

Chain C with
honest party 𝑃

…

Leading 𝜅… blocks
(all honest)

Window of 𝜅 blocks
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑏𝑎𝑑 𝑏𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘𝑠 ≤ 𝜅𝜇

Honest
bootstrapping is
neccesary.

At least 1 − 𝜇 fraction of blocks
are mined by honest parties
Ideally, 𝜇 should be a function of the fraction of
total adversarial hashpower 𝜌 (< 1/3 for Nakamoto)

Properties of blockchains
For the chain to not grow too slow.

Chain Growth (Lower Bound) Property (𝑸𝒄𝒈 (𝜅, 𝜏Œ , 𝑠, 𝑟… ))
This property with parameters 𝜏• ∈ 𝑅 (chain speed coefficient) and 𝜅, 𝑠, 𝑟… ∈ 𝑁 states that for any round 𝑟 >
𝑟… , where honest party P has chain 𝐶E at round r and chain 𝐶2 at round r+s, it holds that 𝐶E − 𝐶2 ≥ 𝜏• ⋅ 𝑠.

For the chain to not grow too fast.

Chain Growth (Upper Bound) Property (𝑸𝒄𝒈 (𝜅, 𝜏• , 𝑠, 𝑟… ))
This property with parameters 𝜏• ∈ 𝑅 (chain speed coefficient) and 𝜅, 𝑠, 𝑟… ∈ 𝑁 states that for any round 𝑟 >
𝑟… , where honest party P has chain 𝐶E at round r and chain 𝐶2 at round r+s, it holds that 𝐶E − 𝐶2 ≤ 𝜏• ⋅ 𝑠.

Chain at round r+s
Chain C with
honest party 𝑃
Chain at round r

Controlled block-generation rate.
Important for chain quality.

An Important Lemma
Notations:

n

Number of parties mining (t out of which are controlled by the adversary).

t

Number of parties controlled by the adversary.

p

Probability that at least one honest party succeeds in finding a PoW in a round.

𝛿

Advantage of honest parties, (t ≤ (1 − 𝛿)(𝑛 − 𝑡))

𝜅

Security parameter (length of the hash function output)

Δ

Maximum delay for a message sent by an honest party to reach all other honest parties.

Honest Majority Assumption: A number of t out of n parties are corrupted such that (t ≤ (1 − 𝛿)(𝑛 − 𝑡))
where 𝛿 ≥ 2(𝑝 + 𝜖) for some small 𝜖 > 0.

Will be used for Chernoff
bounds in the security
proofs.

An Important Lemma
Lemma : (Few bad blocks) The expected number of blocks that the adversary can compute in a single round is small.
Proof:
1. Let f = probability of success of a single query. Then we have 𝑓 = 𝐷/2• .
2. Let p = probability that at least one honest party computes a solution in a given round. Then we have

𝑝=1 − 1−𝑓

E,– D,—

≥

𝑓 1−𝑓 𝑛−𝑡
1+𝑓 1−𝑓 𝑛−𝑡

(Use 1 + 𝑥 ≤ 𝑒 ™ for all real x)
Implies 1 − 𝑒 ,™ ≥

™
Et™

3. Let Z be the number of blocks that the adversary mines in a single round. Then, the expected value of Z is
𝑡
𝑡
𝑝
1−𝛿 𝑝
𝐸 𝑍 =𝑓 1−𝑓 𝑡 =
⋅𝑓 1−𝑓 𝑛−𝑡 ≤
⋅
≤
𝑛−𝑡
𝑛−𝑡 1−𝑝
1−𝑝
Probability that the block
mined is by the adversary
and not an honest party.

D is set such that
this value is small.

for all real x

IDENTITY
MANAGEMENT

ZERO-KNOWLEDGE
PROOFS

CONSENSUS

Thank you for your attention ☺
Questions?

